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Real-Time Virtual Support (RTVS) = 
Call a Friend

Vancouver General Hospital, Vancouver, BC Stewart Health Centre, Stewart, BC 
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Normal RUDI Day
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Normal RUDI Day
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Normal RUDI Day
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What’s Next?
The Virtual 
Emergency 
Department
Collaboration between Northern Health 
Authority and RUDi Pathway to create a 
Virtual Emergency Department to 
support overnight care in communities 
that would otherwise go into diversion. 

RUDi pathway has supported Dawson 
Creek ED overnight intermittently as 
first call throughout the summer.
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Dawson Creek Night 
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Dawson Creek Night 
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Dawson Creek Night 
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• Busy Hospital – 14,000 ppl
• Staffing Crisis, threat of Diversion to Fort St John (80km 

away)
• 48 hours notice – Can RUDI Help?



Dawson Creek Night 
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• Busy Hospital – 14,000 ppl
• Staffing Crisis, threat of Diversion to Fort St John (80km 

away)
• 48 hours notice – Can RUDI Help?
• Privileged 25 docs
• Logistics / IT push with Northern Health, RUDI, and Dawson 

Creek
• Made it happen



How Did It Go?
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• 43 Night shifts, from May – Sept, 2021
• 3-4 nurses
• RUDI on a Rolling iPad, 10pm - 0800
• Back-up

• GP-A
• GP-Surgeon
• Extra Emergency Physician, when available. 



Shifts
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• Some very busy

• All the normal presentations
• Substance use
• Mental health
• Weak and dizzy
• Abdo pain / chest pain

• Some very sick patients 
• Multiple roll-overs
• Quad accidents
• Angioedema with intubation 
• MVA Polytrauma 



All the normal presentations
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• Lab / Xray could be called in
• Most patients held overnight, or returned in the morning
• Certifications were performed
• Procedures were held until morning

• Lacerations - cleaned, dressed, approximated
• Casting – splints applied overnight



Some Very Sick Patients 
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• GP-A was called in for airway emergencies 
• Emergency Physician was called in for trauma
• Fixed wing to VGH
• Ambulance to UHNBC for Peds
• Ambulance to Fort St John for Internal Medicine. 



Challenges
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• Lots of learning 
• Nurses practicing virtual health
• RUDI Docs learning to be better Virtual Physicians 
• Tech takes practice 

• Morning shifts were busier 
• Difficult to disposition patients virtually, at night
• More patients held over night and returning in the am
• FFS though, so few complaints

• Handover
• Always a risky area for information loss
• RUDI faxed notes to the ER and they were printed and added to paper chart.



Evaluation
• Case study in the context of RTVS evaluation
• Opportunity for PDSA – equity and access to care
• In-depth interviews with DCDH and NHA staff, RUDi 

physicians, RTVS tech personnel, admin staff, and other 
stakeholders
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Perspectives
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Nurses Physicians Patients & families
• Overall supported
• Standard of care was 

met
• Slightly more work 

for them to have a 
virtual physician 

• Excited to be a part 
of this

• Very thankful to the 
nurses for taking this 
on

• Happy to have the 
physician back-up for 
the sick patients

• Seemed comfortable 
with a virtual 
physician 

• Thankful that this 
service allowed the 
ER to stay open



Working Together

• Co-development of a patient triage workflow
• Training for both RUDi physicians and DCDH nurses 
• Collaborative management of acute cases
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“This is ground-breaking work, the result of a 
massive amount of team effort that overcame a 
lot of unknowns to do something that was 
really important.” – RTVS Lead 



Working it out
• Areas for improvement were identified relating to: 

• IT-related set-up is big
• Need for specific local knowledge
• Lingering hesitancies given rapid deployment
• Additional nursing pressures 
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“It was just the hiccups of getting things started. Just bridging 
the uncertainty of people not knowing RTVS, not knowing how to 
interact with RTVS. But for me, ultimately I think it was a good 
experience and learning curve to be able to support smaller, rural 
communities in this way.” – DCDH Staff



Why it Worked
• Mutual trust and strong relationships between RTVS, DCDH, and NHA leads, 

allowing for efficient decision-making. 
• Strong leadership from all groups 
• Existing professional relationships between the DCDH nursing staff and RUDi 

physicians enabled the development of a clinical, interprofessional workflow 
• DCDCH ED prior experience in virtual support through the implementation of 

CODi in 2018
• Extensive IT set-up and troubleshooting was efficiently provided by the NHA and 

RTVS teams. 
• A shared and explicit commitment from the RUDi team to support rural 

communities and healthcare providers, especially those in vulnerable situations. 
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“A lot of the ground work laid out by the RTVS 
initiative facilitated an easy learning curve for 
the technology.” – RTVS IT Staff

“DCDH nurses were very comfortable with how 
things run, offering suggestions, being open with 
what they can and cannot do.” – RUDi Physician



Perspectives 
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• Community



Perspectives 
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• Community



Perspectives 
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• Community



Overall – Total Success
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• Dawson Creek ER Stayed Open
• Local staff got a night off and were able to rest
• All high acuity patients were seen by an MD in a 

standard time for rural hospitals
• No negative patients outcomes I am aware of
• No instances where essential treatment was 

delayed



Overall – Total Success
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• Dawson Creek was able to hire more staff, and 
don’t need RUDI anymore

• A Template was built for Northern Health, 
Interior Health, etc. to use



We gratefully acknowledge financial support from the Rural Coordination Centre of BC, the Joint Standing
Committee on Rural Issues, BC Academic Health Sciences Network, and UBC Department of Emergency
Medicine through the Emergency Medicine Network, and the Ministry of Health.

Thank you!
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